Endura

A lot of performance for a little money

The MTR has long been a favourite for its ultra lightweight packable style. On test here is the updated version, which now has a (removable) hood and, crucially, is made from a three-layer waterproof fabric for increased durability. A slim cut with no pockets, this is the epitome of pared-down style but with the neat additions of silicon print on the shoulders and a gripper on the back hem. It feels like everything you need to keep the weather off with none of the frills you don’t. For us, this is the jacket that lives in your pack 24/7.

The MT500 shorts are also three-layer and fully taped. They pack a lot of waterproof protection and feel like they’ll be a bombproof solution to wet winter rides, but do come up short on longer legs.

The TransRib base and the Deluge glove make ideal warm layer pieces to this waterproof shell combination. The TransRib is tight fitting, very long and stays perfectly in place, and the high neck is comfortable even when done right up. The Deluge is waterproof with just the right amount of insulation to keep you warm but not so much you overheat ten minutes out, and has plenty of grip on the palm.

www.endura.co.uk

TransRib High Neck £40

MT500 WP II Short £75

MTR Jacket £120

Deluge II Glove £40

Consistently good winter kit but a standout in terms of the lightweight MTR jacket